
Teaching the AQ2016 syllabus



BPP’s guide
Helping your students through their AAT qualification can be a significant challenge, 
and one that needs innovative solutions. We are constantly evolving our courses and 
learning materials to ensure we stay one step ahead of the professional education 
market - so please rest assured that BPP will provide you with exactly what you need to 
confidently teach the AAT syllabus - in 2016 and beyond.

At BPP we want to give students the best 
chance to get ahead in their accountancy career. 
We always work closely with the AAT to ensure 
our learning materials and courses give an 
outstanding educational experience, so students 
can study more effectively and be in the best 
position to pass their exams.

Nisar Ahmed,  
Head of AAT Programme

Any questions? Our Learning Media team is always available to contact at UKTuition@bpp.com



What is AQ2016?
AQ2016 is the Accounting Qualification 2016 which is the syllabus 
examinable from 1st September 2016.
1. Overall, the AQ2016 AAT courses focuses on ‘holistic learning’. 

2. AQ2016 introduces a synoptic exam at each level, in addition to individual 
Computer Based Exams for each unit. 

3. Each of the AAT Levels are now graded; either Pass, Merit or Distinction. Finally, 
the new syllabus limits the number of resits that can be taken a year during Level 
2 and Level 3 of study.

4. AQ2016 limits the number of resits your students can take per Level each year.

5. All assessments are now marked by the AAT.

Any questions? Our Learning Media team is always available to contact at UKTuition@bpp.com



AAT exams
All exams are Computer Based, time limited and invigilated at AAT approved centres. 
The format can include a range of question types including multiple choice questions, 
numeric gap-fill questions plus written answers.

One of the changes to AAT exams is a restriction on re-sits – your students may only 
attempt a unit or synoptic exam twice within 24 months of registering for their course 
at Levels 2 and 3. This applies to both the usual exams and the new synoptic exams. If 
you offer any kind of ‘Pass Assurance’ or ‘Exam Guarantee’ package, you’ll need to take 
this into account.

Finally, the AQ2016 syllabus will introduce ‘synoptic assessments’ – these are exams 
which ask your students to demonstrate their skills and knowledge across everything 
they have learnt so far, rather than just one unit at a time. At Levels 3 and 4 these will 
only be available at fixed times throughout the year; whilst the Level 2 synoptic exam 
will be available On Demand, with some restrictions at certain times of year. 

What does the move to AAT-marked exams mean for me?

The change to the AAT marking all exams means that you can utilise your teaching 
resources towards delivering the qualification, rather than having to worry about time 
for assessing. Although you may still need to mark and mocks your students sit, you 
will not need to upload results on the AAT’s platform saving valuable teaching time.

Grade Percentage

Pass 70-79%

Merit 80-89%

Distinction 90-100%
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Introduction of Pass, Merit and Distinction
Each of the AAT levels will be graded – Pass, Merit or Distinction. Your student’s grade 
will be determined by the average percentage they’ve achieved over their entire level.



Level 2 (5 assessments to complete)

Students must successfully complete four unit assessments and one synoptic 
assessment to achieve this qualification. The proportion of this qualification assessed 
by external assessment is 100%.

Any questions? Our Learning Media team is always available to contact at UKTuition@bpp.com

Bookkeeping Transactions Unit Assessment

Synoptic AssessmentBookkeeping Controls Unit Assessment

Elements of Costing Unit Assessment

Work Effectively in Finance

Using Accounting Software Unit Assessment

It is advised that the units should be studied in the order shown above with 
Bookkeeping Transactions being the first unit and the Using Accounting Software 
unit being the final one.  Students would not be able to take the Level 2 synoptic 
assessment before assessments for Bookkeeping Transactions, Bookkeeping Controls 
and Elements of Costing have been scheduled. 
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Students must successfully complete four unit assessments and one synoptic 
assessment to achieve this qualification. The proportion of this qualification assessed 
by external assessment is 100%.

From January 2018, Indirect Tax will no longer be assessed in the synoptic assessment.

Our advice is that the units should be studied in the order above. Students would not 
be able to take the Level 3 synoptic assessment before assessments for Advanced 
Bookkeeping, Final Accounts Preparation and Management Accounting: Costing have 
been scheduled.

Advanced Bookkeeping Unit Assessment

Synoptic AssessmentFinal Account Preparation Unit Assessment

Management Accounting:  
Costing Unit Assessment

Ethics for Accountants

Indirect Tax Unit Assessment

Spreadsheets for Accounting

Level 3 (5 assessments to complete)
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Students must successfully complete the three mandatory unit assessments and one 
synoptic assessment plus the two unit assessments for optional units to achieve this 
qualification. The proportion of this qualification assessed by external assessment is 
100% for Mandatory Units.

Level 4 (6 assessments to complete)

Management Accounting  
Budgeting Unit Assessment

Synoptic Assessment
Management Accounting 

Decision and Control Unit Assessment

Financial Statements of 
Limited Companies Unit Assessment

Accounting Systems  
and Control

When studying for the mandatory papers, the order should either be: 
MABU, MDCL, FSLC and Level 4 synoptic or FSLC, MABU, MDCL and Level 4 
synoptic. Students would not be able to take the Level 4 synoptic assessment before 
assessments for Budgeting, Decision and Control and Financial Statements have been 
scheduled.  For the optional papers, any running order can work.

Business Tax

Unit Assessment

Personal Tax

Unit Assessment

Essential Tax

Unit Assessment

Cash and Treasury Management

Unit Assessment

Credit Management

Unit Assessment

Optional Units – Students should choose 2 optional units from these 5 to complete the qualification



Here to support you 
through the changes
Our aim is to support you and your students through the syllabus changes with 
minimal disruption to your teaching. Should you ever have any questions about your 
materials and courses, you an always contact our BPP Learning Media team. 

Email: UKTuition@bpp.com


